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Detecting light in LArTPC’s
●

●

A few different LArTPC experiments have reported a “higher then expected”
rate of background light (single photo-electron) then initially expected
–

The rate scales with the drift voltage (indicating it is light created via ionization)

–

The rate seems to be effected whether or not the argon is being purified

–

No obvious sources of background can be identified (no light leaks, detector effects,
radioactive sources)

Hypothesis: What about the wavelength shifter (TPB) and the filter material?
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Motivation

●

This high rate of
random light apparently
uncorrelated with
events
–

●

TPB Time Constants

Phys.Rev. C91 (2015) no.3, 035503

Neither TPB nor argon
have time constants
consistent with O(>100 ms)
time needed to explain the
light via delayed emission

Perhaps TPB dissolved
in liquid argon could be
part of the solution* to
this mystery

* blame B.J.P. Jones for that pun
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Is TPB Soluble?
●

The phenomenon of TPB
solubility well known in Xenon
–

This study showed coating
thicknesses reduced in 20 hour
soaking periods in Xenon

●

How soluble something will
be in a noble gas is
dominated by Van Der
Waals forces
–

The strength can be estimated
by the London dispersion
equation

Thin Solid Films Volume 600, 1 February 2016, Pages 65-70
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Comparing Xenon to Argon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Noble_gas_(data_page)

FVDW(Xe) / FVDW(Ar) ~ 2.6
●

The Van Der Waals forces (which cause solubility) are
2.6 times weaker in argon than xenon
–

This isn’t so outrageous to lead us to expect solubility in LAr
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How could this lead to light in LArTPC’s?
●

A common effect in many fluors
is a self quenching which occurs
at high concentrations
–

A solid coating is likely to be highly
self-quenched for long time constants

–

A diffuse (dissolved) solution, may not

●

At high concentrations even the
short component of TPB is known
to self quench
–

At very low concentrations in argon there
could be a very long TPB component
which is quenched in the solid?

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jlumin.2008.10.016

Selfquenched
regime
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Testing if TPB is actually soluble
●

●

The attack plan is three fold
–

1) Check for evidence that TPB is soluble
in liquid argon

–

2) If there is evidence, check for light
emission from TPB+LAr solutions

–

3) If light is observed, attempt to measure
the relevant time constants and
characteristics

Our results were recently
published in Journal of
Instrumentation
arXiv:1804.00011 / JINST 14 P02021
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The Experimental Setup
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●

●

We soak various TPB samples in argon (~24 hours)
–

Inner chamber submerged in an external bath

–

Vessel and lines cleaned with toluene and alcohol between runs

–

Chamber pumped down to < 1 mTorr before beginning each fill

We then flow the argon in the chamber out past a molecular sieve (filter)
–

The filter has sintered metal disks on either side to block flakes of TPB
●

●

20 micron mesh pore size

We assay the molecular sieve to measure how much TPB has dissolved
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The Experimental Setup
Molecular Sieve in the filter

TPB Coated Plates
●

●

TPB Coated Reflector Foils

Each run uses 4 in2 equivalent area of
exposed TPB
Molecular Sieve is extracted in layers from
top (closest to the TPB/Argon) to bottom
–

Sigma Aldrich 4A 8-12 Mesh
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Assay Procedure
●

Each layer of the sieve represents ~90 g of material
–

●

Soak in 100 ml of toluene for about 1 hour
–

●

We toss out a little from each batch to get consistent amount
per layer of 85±1 g
stirring sample every 15 mins

Filter with fine paper into a clean beaker and allow
to evaporate at room temperature for ~8 hours
–

Avoid heating things since heat degrades TPB

–

White residue of sieve dust remains in the beaker, which is
redissolved in 10ml of toluene
●

●

Residue also seen in control runs

Scan the result in 3ml quartz cuvettes with a Cary
Agilent Eclipse Spectrophotometer
–

350 nm excitation
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Results (Part 1)
1
2
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4
5

●

●

Filter

Approximate
depth into
the filter

Clear fluorescence as a
function of depth into the
filter is observed
–

Not present in the control
runs (e.g. comes from the
presence of TPB)

–

These were done with TPB
evaporated foils
(ala LArIAT)

72 hour soak did not
cause more fluorescence
than 24 hour sample 11

Results (Part 1)
●

We put both the control
samples and the w/TPB
samples into a Gas
Chromatography Mass
Spectrometer (GCMS) to
look for any other possible
fluors or containments
–

Presence of TPB confirmed
with expected fragmentation
spectrum

–

No other compounds except
TPB were found at any
significant level in any of the
GCMS samples

GC@358
control

GC@358
Layer1,
foil

MS,
Layer1,
foil
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Preliminary Conclusions

●

We also tested for the presence of flouresence using “Wunderbar” TPB coated plates
–

Similar phenomenon as seen with the foils

–

Did not seem to reach saturation level within 24 hours

Results
●

1) Evidence for TPB solubility in liquid argon

●

2) TPB is removed by the filters

●

3) Appears that a solubility limit can be reached
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How Much TPB?
●

●

●

●

Did some calibration of the
spectrophotometer with known
concentrations of TPB
Take the observed integrated
fluorescence for our TPB foil
samples
Infer the TPB concentration
Crunch the numbers to
estimate this is at least
6 ppb of TPB
–

110 cm3 of argon in the chamber

–

We treat this as a lower limit since
we know there are some losses in
our method
●

●

Some TPB remains in the sieves which
we didn’t test
Some dissolved TPB will have stuck to
the sintered metal disks
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Does the TPB in suspension/solution cause light?

●

●

Next, we test to see if the TPB in suspension/solution can cause
florescence
–

To test this we use a small test stand 70L) with 4 Silicon Photomultipliers
(SiPM’s) deployed

–

We then use a UV LED (250 nm) to look for evidence of florescence

Break the test into three stages
–

Control Run (UV LED On and OFF and SiPM’s in liquid argon bath)

–

TPB florescence (UV LED directed at TPB coated plate)
●

–

Measures the light level directly from florescence

TPB sample soaking in argon with UV LED pulse
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Does the TPB in suspension/solution cause light?: Yes!!

●

Each test ran for 48 hours
–

–

Clear evidence of excess light when TPB is in
suspension/solution above control runs
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48 hours doesn’t seem to be long enough to reach saturation

What is the time profile of the light produced?
●

Finally we flash our LED (grey
shaded region) at two different
frequencies (10 Hz and 100 Hz)
and measure the rate of photons
collected in-between pulses
–

●

We fit this data to get the time profile
of the light

Data has an exponential profile
with a long and short time profile
–

Consistent with what you would
expect from a flour

–

Long enough time constant to explain
LArTPC’s anomalous background light
rate
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Is this good news or bad news? ¯\_( ツ )_/¯
●

●

Depends on how you sell it?
–

If confirmed, we have explained the source of anomalous
light seen in LArTPC experiments (good)

–

We may have also found a way to wavelength shift light
from ionization in the bulk of the liquid argon (could be
useful)

–

We showed that the filter material can remove the
wavelength shifter

Right now we are doing some follow-up studies
looking at other wavelength shifters (PEN) and
working with some of our chemistry colleagues
to explore other forms of TPB which may not go
into suspension/solution
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